Case Report

A Case Report on Perforated Meckel’s Diverticulitis Mimicking Acute Appendicitis.
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ABSTRACT

Meckel’s diverticulum, the most common congenital anomaly of small bowel although usually silent, can cause complications like intestinal obstruction, bleeding, diverticulitis, perforation etc. We report a case, which presented with acute onset of abdominal pain which was clinically and sonographically diagnosed as acute appendicitis. Abdomen was explored with a midline incision, as X-ray abdomen showed free gas under diaphragm and a perforated Meckel’s diverticulum was found which was managed by resection of the same with adjacent ileum and end to end anastomosis. For preoperative diagnosis of Meckel’s diverticulitis with perforation clinical suspicion should be high, especially when diffuse peritonitis and gas under right dome of diaphragm is seen in X-ray of abdomen.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1598 a German surgeon, Wilhem Fabricus Hildanus first described Meckel’s diverticulum (MD) but it was described in detail by Hohann Friedrich Meckel in 1808, hence it was named after him.[1,2] It is the most common congenital anomaly of the small intestine, which is the remnant of vitelline (omphalomesenteric) duct and is seen in approximately 2% of the population. Although presence of MD can result in complications like bleeding, obstruction, diverticulitis etc, they are rare and most patients remain asymptomatic for life.[3] Also perforation of a Meckel’s diverticulum which is a rare complication may mimic acute appendicitis and present as an acute abdomen.[4] Cause of perforation is usually presence of gastric mucosa but rarely foreign bodies, fecoliths and trauma.[5,6]

CASE REPORT

A 52 year old man presented with gradually increasing pain in central and lower abdomen for last 5 days with history of distension of abdomen and absolute constipation for the same period of time. The pain aggravated during the last 24 hours for which he was admitted to the hospital. On examination he was febrile (102 degree F) with pulse rate of 120 per minute and BP 128/90 mmHg. All hematological parameters (except leucocytosis) were within normal limits. Abdominal examination showed distension of abdomen with rebound tenderness and rigidity all over. X-ray of abdomen in erect posture showed free gas under right dome of diaphragm [Figure 1]. Ultrasonography of the abdomen revealed presence of an inflamed appendix in the right iliac fossa [Figure 2]. A provisional diagnosis of perforated appendicitis was made with gas under diaphragm as an unusual finding. After resuscitation of the patient abdomen was explored by midline incision. Peritoneal cavity contained mild to moderate collection of pus and peritoneal fluid with presence of a perforated Meckel’s diverticulum with a narrow base and length of 5 cm in the right lower abdomen and the appendix was found to be normal [Figure 3]. The adjacent ileum with the perforated Meckel’s was resected and end to end anastomosis was done. The specimen was sent for HP study. And report showed presence of all layers of intestine with inflammatory cell infiltrate, focal ulceration of mucosa, congested blood vessels, necrosis at the site of perforation and absence of any ectopic mucosaes.
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DISCUSSION

Most common presentation of MD in adults is intestinal obstruction and in young patients it is haemorrhage. MD if present can also lead to its inflammation, perforation, intussusception and volvulus. 60% of Meckel’s diverticula contain heterotopic mucosa, of which over 60% consist of gastric mucosa and others like pancreatic mucosa (5%) and less commonly colonic mucosa, endometriosis, hepatobiliary tissue may also be present rarely. Presence of these is the cause of complications like haemorrhage, chronic peptic ulceration and perforation in many cases. Interestingly, our patient’s Meckel’s diverticulum did not contain ectopic gastric or pancreatic mucosa on histologic examination. As it is known that risk of perforation is high in MD with narrow base and length more than 2cm, in our case also same is proved again. Other rare causes of perforation of MD are Littre’s hernia and leiomyosarcoma.

Plain radiographs are although not very useful, it can almost rule out appendicitis if gas under diaphragm is present, as it is very rare in appendicular perforation. The ultrasonographic features of M.D are variable especially if complications are present and can be easily confused with appendicitis or duplication cyst of ileum. From various data it is also understood that a conventional C.T scan also cannot diagnose this condition confidently, as MD appears as a physiological bowel loop in it. Technetium 99 pertechnate scintigraphy is the investigation of choice in paediatric patients with gastrointestinal bleeding and suspected Meckel’s diverticulum. As incidence of presence of heterotopic gastric mucosa (HGM) is low in adults, its sensitivity and accuracy reduces from 85% and 95% (in paediatric population) to 63% and 46% in adults respectively.

Mortality rate from MD related complications is around 5% and is due to delay in diagnosis. So several newer diagnostic modalities are developed such as double balloon enteroscopy, capsule endoscopy, multidetector CT, CT enterography, CT enteroclysis, MR enteroclysis and diagnostic laparoscopy. Double balloon enteroscopy and capsule endoscopy are used to detect occult bleeding from gastrointestinal tract and the same due to MD is more common in paediatric population. Multidetector CT with two-dimensional array of detector elements replaces the linear array of detector elements used in typical conventional and helical CT. A blind ending pouch with fluid collection and mural thickness is the typical appearance of Meckel’s diverticulitis in Multidetector CT. Presence of extra luminal air or particulate materials is suggestive of perforation. Both CT enterography (CT with oral neutral contrast) and CT enteroclysis (CT with small bowel contrast enema), are new and useful modalities which can enhance the mucosa and bowel lumen in detail and helps in localising bleeding and detecting perforation. MR enterography, eventhough more costly and not much helpful than CT enterography in detecting complications associated with MD, can be ordered for those in which radiation exposure is contraindicated. Diagnostic laparoscopy is very useful when above investigations gives inconclusive results and a suspicion of MD still remains and if present can be...
removed laparoscopically either by diverticulectomy or segmental resection. It is very useful in case of perforation but in case of bleeding, because of the inability to palpate the base and adjacent ileum to check for the presence of HGM, its use is debated. If bleeding is present, base is inflamed or perforated, segmental resection and end to end anastomosis is the preferred choice of surgery as bleeding point is not exactly in the diverticulum but usually in the adjacent ileum. But if the tip is perforated diverticulectomy is sufficient. Also for long diverticulae with narrow base (in which HGM is usually in tip), diverticulectomy and for short one’s with broad base segmental resection is recommended. This is because in the later ones there is more incidence of HGM in the base and of haemorrhage.[18] In case of incidentally found MD diverticulectomy is recommended as studies have shown that incidence of complications from surgery is less than that from left alone MD.[19]

CONCLUSION

From our case following conclusions can be obtained:

1. Features of perforated meckel’s diverticulitis will closely mimic that of acute appendicitis and is not possible to differentiate both clinically.
2. USG findings can also confuse Meckel’s diverticulitis with acute appendicitis and it is difficult for even an experienced sonologist to differentiate one from other.
3. Even when both clinical and sonological features are suggesting acute appendicitis, presence of gas under diaphragm in X-ray will make the diagnosis more in favour of perforated meckel’s diverticulitis.
4. In the presence of gas under diaphragm in X-ray with sonographic findings of acute appendicitis it is better to explore the abdomen by a midline incision than by a gridiron incision.
5. Perforation of meckel’s diverticulum can occur even without the presence of heterotopic gastric mucosa.
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